
„People are not interested in ‘what’ you do, they are interested in ‘why’ you do it  
and what you do shows what you believe in.” Simon Sinek
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“Sebastian is the best choice for demanding 
executives to run performance session  
or speaking on company events.  
He is funny, smart and knowledgeable.  
He is able to move people emotionally, 
inspire to action and achieving goals”.
Federico Tonetti

CEO LafargeHolcim 

“Inspiring, insightful.  
He motivates, engage, push  
and makes people belive more  
in themselves and act with 
courage.” 
Johan Larsson 

Vice President Oriflame

“Sebastian is talented speaker,
has the business experience and knowledge.
He moves the emotions and engages the 
public to act.”
Brian Tracy, Author of 80 books

Business speaker, consultant



Author, business practitioner, inspiring speaker and lecturer 
of psychology of management at the MBA studies, Advanced 
Management Programs and postgraduate studies of Psychology 
of Business for Managers at the Kozminski University. 

Currently CEO of the Institute of Behavioral Design (IoBD) – 
the organization active in research and implementation of 
knowledge and the tools of positive psychology, economic 
psychology and neurocognitivism in the process of change 
in the organization as well as the development of managers’ 
competences. He is the member of the Brain & Behavior 
Society, Institute of Leadership & Management in London, the 
International Association for Research in Economic Psychology 
and Association for Consumer Research. He sits in the expert 
council of the centre for dialog and analysis ThinkThank in 

Poland. He is also the member of the Professional Speakers 
Association.

Co-author of the best-selling series of books written with Brian 
Tracy – “You choose the goal, we show the way!” (Onepress 
2015), “You focus on the change, we will show you how to 
make it” (Onepress 2016).

He lived and worked abroad for many years, mainly in the 
USA and Great Britain. Having returned to Poland, he was the 
president and shareholder of Brian Tracy International, and in 
the years 2013-2014 he was the board member at Door Group 
SA and held the position of the CEO at the FranklinCovey in 
Poland.

More than 90 thousand participants from 80 countries have 
taken part in his lectures. He have spoken to groups amounting 
from 500 to 4000 people. Aside from Poland he has lectured 
in UK, Spain, Belgium, Ukraine, Sweden, Great Britain, Austria 
and many more. He is regularly invited to speak and give 
commencement speeches at top business schools.

He has been working regularly with top scientist like prof. 
Tony Buzan, prof. Rafał Ohme or prof. Piotr Zielonka in the area 
of psychological research, biometric research and creating 
educational programs for senior managers. He runs projects 
in area of trust management, engagement management, 
managing beliefs and change based on the newest research 
and tools of psychology and neuroscience.

As a triathlonist and marathon runner, he takes regular part 
in the Ironman and the Challenge competitions all over the 
world. He study and trains Mixed Martial Arts and Mau Thai to 
look for inspiration and principles which can be implemented 
in business and management. 
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BUSINESS LECTURES 
Inspiring, packed with interesting knowledge and examples from different areas, based on personal experiences and business 
case studies, linked to the most recent trends and research in business psychology, marketing and management. They are con-
ducted at open conferences, seminars or in-company congresses.
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.: • Economy of Trust – on credibility of the leaders, trust in the team and managing trust in the organizations

• Thinking traps – on bad habits of leaders, limiting beliefs in teams and model of changing thinking focused on the status quo to thinking 
oriented towards change and growth

• The art of leadership – on personal mastery, emotions, influence, passion and engaging others.

MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKING
Energizing, insightful, providing emotional impulse for change, overcoming ones limitations, setting ambitious goals and de-
veloping discipline in plan execution. Based on inspiring success stories research in psychology of emotions and motivation, 
sparkling with energy, enthusiasm and humor.
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• The Psychology of Winning – on overcoming one’s limitations, rising up after failure, taking action, willpower, reaching goals, being success 
oriented and developing courage

• The Science of HARD WORK – on best strategies, self-motivation and motivating others, moving forward, eliminating bad habits, reinforcing 
your internal energy and self-improvement 

• The Art of Self-Discipline – on self-control, tenacity, taking action, eliminating procrastination, microchanges, postponing gratification, 
controlling emotions and leverages of personal efficiency

DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
From 4-hour mini forms directed to senior executives to 2-day development workshops addressed to experts of middle man-
agement. A combination of lectures, practical exercises in groups, individual exercises and application of newly acquired knowl-
edge as well as designing models. Paired with educational films, strategic team games, psychological tests. They end with 
reports and individual recommendations for the whole organization.
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• TrustWise – on psychology and economy of trust in business, why trust management is profitable, i.e. what is trust and how it works, how it 
influences the speed, costs, energy and results in the organization, 4.5 h-2 days; trust assessment emoRAY

• TeamTrust – how to build, develop and rebuild trust on the team, i.e. team dysfunctions, trust, engagement and developing reputation – 4.5 
h – 2 days; emoRAY team trust assessment

• The Art of Winning – on winning habits of leaders and algorithms of winning i.e. personal mastery, culture of winning, change and reducing of 
fear, developing courage in the team; 4,5 h-2 days; emoRay motivation assessment

• Mindshift Lab – how to change one’s thinking and beliefs in an organization, i.e. learned helplessness, points of reference, self-employment, 
traps linked to beliefs and thinking tools, 4,5 h-2 days; emoRay beliefs assessment

• The Art of Inspiration – on the art of inspirational and engaging speaking which provokes reflection and change, i.e. a unique model of public 
speaking which can be used to give presentations in order to share valuable knowledge in an extremely valuable way; 4,5 h- 1 day; individual 
consultations and preparation

*Each program can be preceded with an introduction and a follow up with an on-line program with exercises, video materials and additional tasks for participants

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS
As a bonus feature to the motivational or business lecture we offer audiobooks and books by Sebastian Kotow and Brian Tracy. 
They can be an attractive gift for the participants

“YOU CHOOSE THE GOAL WE SHOW THE WAY” 
S. Kotow, B. Tracy

“If do don’t stop trying, you will never lose”  
- Albert Einstein. 
You don’t have to be great to start, but you need to 
start to be great” – these words should be your motto 
on the way to reaching your goals. 

“YOU FOCUS ON THE CHANGE,  
WE WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO ACHIEVE IT”  
S. Kotow, B. Tracy

The surrounding reality is constantly evolving. 
Knowledge and technology give us new 
opportunities and provide solutions we have 
not dreamt about. Despite equal chances at 
the beginning, some win while others give 
up. Why?

The set contains  
a paperback 

+ audiobook CD

The set contains  
a paperback 

+ audiobook CD



Kontakt:
www.sebastiankotow.com

 

facebook.com/sebastian.kotow
Executive Manager 
e-mail: info@iobd.org.uk 
tel. +48 504 122 285  

• More than 90 thousand participants from 80 countries 
of the world have taken part in Sebastian Kotow’s training 
and lectures. 

• He has spoken at conferences, seminars and closed con-
gresses for companies over 500 times. 

• He has been a speaker at many open conferences, in par-
ticular: the HR Congress, Festival of Inspiration, TEDx, Sales 
Congress, SELDIA Annual Conference, Day of Direct Sales.

• He has spoken to groups between 100 and 4000 people.

• He conducts lectures in Polish and English.

• He has been a speaker during seminars together with prof. 
Robert Cialdini, Brian Tracy, prof. Tony Buzan, Stephen M.R. 
Covey, David Allen and many others topw world authorities.

• Among his clients are over 200 international organizations 
like Coca-Cola, ING, Citibank, Hilton, Prudential, Aviva, San-
tander, Credit Agricole, LafargeHolcim, Starbucks, Tchibo, 
Fox Networks, Sage and many others.


